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Due to the innate nature of discovery, it becomes an intrinsic urge for man to explore and to 

be enlightened by an intense journey that shifts or challenges perspectives on the individual 

and their society. Discovery as a transformative process has the ability to influence an 

individual’s perception of their world and alter widely held beliefs.  O’Mahoney’s 

documentary style, television program, ‘Go Back to Where You Came From’ (2011) explores 

the confronting transitory discoveries experienced by Adam Hartup and Raye Colbey. 

Similarly, Walt Disney’s “The Paperman” (2012), a short animated film, intentionally 

demonstrates how a willingness to critique previously unquestioned assumptions about 

familiar ventures lead to enlightened visions of the human experience. As both films explore 

the personal process of discovery and the social ramifications that result, growth, 

enlightenment and revelation persist in the development of realisation.  

The refugees crisis has long catalysed heated political discourse within Australia, often 

resulting in hard line attitudes, such as Tony Abbott’s staunch commitment to ‘stopping the 

boats’. “Go Back” effectively challenges political perspectives through the cinematic 

technique of personal interviewing, demonstrated by Raye’s shocking language in the 

opening sequence “I could’ve shot the lot of them.” The close up shot strongly depicts her 

harsh, preconceived opinion on refugees seeking sanctuary within Australia. As Raye 

empathises with Maisura Masudi’s personal insights about the loss of her child,  a deeper 

sense of empathy is shaped within Raye as she questions her initial pre-conceived statement 

with “Did I say that? Now I’d probably go over and invite them in for a cup of tea”. Captured 

within Adam’s personal interview, his initial questioning, “Why should we spend our money 

on these criminals?” enforces his bitter unwillingness to sympathise with the necessary needs 

of individuals, taking extravagant measures to seek safety. Yet as Adam participates in the 

experiment, hearing the experiences of Wasmi from Iraq, the audience captivates his personal 

realisation of this harsh lifestyle, stating it “shook me up a bit”, and describing the experience 

as a “little bit of a reality check”.  This showcases his ability to consolidate a deeper 

understanding for refugee’s uncontrollable circumstances; an appreciation of that complexity 

that is missing from that of the australian view. Thus, the profound nature of cultural 

discoveries are able to challenge and transform an individual’s attitudes and perceptions, of 

both themselves and others.   

 

The emotional, intellectual and physical discoveries act as the foundations for Raye and Adam 

to grow, and have a transformative effect on their awareness of human experiences and the 

wider world. This notion is further explored within ‘Paperman’ (2012), which captures the 

ways in which unexpected discoveries can initiate a departure from the familiar, challenging 

the way we perceive our lives. The protagonists discovery of a young women catalyses the 

transformation from social conformity to personal insight as existing concepts about daily life 

are challenged and changed by aspects of curiosity. The monotone film-like screen, the mise-

en-scene of the train station, the protagonists expressionless facial expressions captured 

regularly in close up shots, and the repetitive diegetic sound of passing trains all enforce the 

protagonists pedestrian day-to-day activity. The use of colour imagery in her bright pink 

lipstick, captures the life-changing significance of the protagonist’s initial discovery, 

symbolically emphasising the inherent attraction and romantic possibilities between the two. 

Romantic soft harp music replaces the discordant clatter of the passing trains, illustrating a 

change in mood from mundane to inspiring, as his perspective also changes from banal to 

enlightened; revealed through the changes in his expression, captured in continuous reaction 

shots. Both ‘Paperman’ and ‘Go Back’ reinforce the transformative potential that can result 

when an individual's sudden discoveries of unfamiliar concepts, force them to seek more within 



 

 

their lives as well as others. Hence, both films parallel the notion that without endeavouring to 

explore beyond the familiar, our beliefs and lifestyles may never make the transition from being 

societally conditioned to enriching both new perceptions of self and the world around.  

 

Within episode 2 of  ‘Go Back’,  O’Mahoney effectively explores the many myths and 

misperceptions shaping the Australian refugee political discourse. The lexical chain given 

within the narrator's exposition describes the experiment as a metaphoric “shadowy 

underworld”, “underbelly” and “limbo”, revealing the illegal and entrapped nature of the 

refugee experience. Traveling to a night raid, the close up of Adam commenting colloquially 

that “If it’s the Chins I’ll lose my shit… I won’t be able to handle it”,  highlights Adam’s 

growing attachment with refugees and the human capacity for empathy.  Suspenseful non-

diegetic music foreshadows the confronting nature of the raid which challenges Adam’s 

trenchant prejudice.  He reveals in personal commentary that his “heart is racing” and the 

reaction shots of his fearful facial expressions familiarize with those of Raye’s. The handheld 

camera filming Raye’s self-imposed isolation from the action as she states “I don’t know how 

to feel, it’s pretty sad” further captivates Raye’s developing cultural understanding about how 

refugees endure the worst of adversities. In Raye’s direct interview, she comes to the 

personal realisation that “these people are just trying to get away from persecution… and I 

don’t call that criminal”. This parallels with Raye’s final experiences, as she travels to meet 

the Masudi families relatives, still trapped by refugee confinement. Deo Masudi informs 

Raye that he is “not able to enjoy (his) citizenship”. This glimpse into the emotional despair, 

forces Raye to reflect upon her initial perceptions stating, “When I first came on this 

adventure I was a very close minded person.. than I started to see more…..”.  Thus, an 

audience captivates Raye and Adam’s growing appreciation for refugee adversity, as they 

enforces that governments, communities and individuals “look but do not see”, just as they 

once did.    

 

Through undermining widely held assumptions, discoveries have the ability to change 

cultural and social beliefs when viewed from new perspectives, effectively encouraging 

individuals to see the realities that face those who are impoverished, persecuted and 

displaced. As this controversial issue continues to create political discourse, Ivan Mahoney 

endeavours to encourage individuals to apprehend human compassion and acknowledge the 

perseverance of the human spirit.  

 

 


